prefer
Introducing Prefer.™ An enduring design updated with a sleek mesh back and exquisite arms in Polished Aluminum or matching polymer. Lifetime warranty because you won’t want to let it go.

Additional information can be found on the Global [website](#).
Enduring design

Prefer is available in two polymer frame finishes and six contemporary mesh colors. Its swivel tilt mechanism couples with a discreet pneumatic seat height adjustment. Discover armless and fixed arm models as well as desk-to-drafting stools to make Prefer yours. Designed by Norbert Geelen.

Left to right: Seating shown in Momentum Millennium 2, Onyx with Black mesh back and Asphalt frame; and Momentum Infinity, Gull with Stone mesh back and Alabaster frame.
Color it your way

Features
- Discreet pneumatic seat height adjustment

Frames
- Alabaster
- Asphalt

Arms
- Optional Polished Aluminum

Bases
- Alabaster
- Asphalt
- Optional Polished Aluminum

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Seating shown in Momentum Infinity, Rinse with Pool Blue mesh back and Alabaster frame.
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